
The well was very deep but Amy could swim freely in the water now that she was a fish, but there 

was a more important problem. How would she return home? Her mother was very sick and she had 

to look after her. Suddenly Amy saw a rock before, I wonder how it came and what the markings on it 

meant Amy He tried to touch the hole in the middle of the stone with his fin, but his fins were so 

small that the fry resembled a fish, but when he tried to touch it, the water in the well rose suddenly 

the stones lifted up and a mysterious book appeared.Amy was suddenly out of breath and he fell 

hard in the water again. But whatever happened, Amy was reading the writings involuntarily, there 

were various scaly fish in the book, all of these fish had a different power Amy tried to look at her 

scales to understand her species The scales had rainbow colors When Amy looked at her own colors, 

she was literally mesmerized, suddenly the book said that you are the strongest scaled fish. She was 

angry, the book was the first test. Well done Amy, you are very clever, I am proud of you. We have 

ten tests and the most difficult is the last tests, if you use your mind, you can solve every request and 

you will reach a happy life. Then he said the magical ocean will make you beautiful or a beautiful 



scaly mermaid. Why a scaly mermaid wise book? Because you are the most special scaly fish and 

when you go to the magical ocean, everything will obey you except one person, but why is that wise 

book I cannot give you this information, you will learn this information and reach the second book, 

do not be afraid, you will have friends in the ocean will not interfere, but be careful, at the entrance 

to the ocean, you will encounter three caves and your adventure will begin when you enter the cave, 

which is clean and clear like your heart. See you at the end of the road you will see me for now Amy 

said and Amy turned into a sea foam.Now Amy’s big adventure had begun and she had no chance to 

get rid of it Amy moved on and as the first book says she saw three caves in front of her and 

remembered what the book said I should choose the clean and clear like my heart, and on the way to 

the cleanest cave, a beautiful fairy appeared and scaly mermaid Amy I mean you are so beautiful 

around here, but there is also an arrogant fairy saying don’t say anything wrong to her or she will be 

your arch enemy 


